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4 4 

Fivee Capabilities Model 

Inn this chapter we present the 5 Capabilities (5C) model which is a conceptual framework 
forr analyzing and designing the capabilities of an intelligent agent. The 5C model defines 
fivefive dimensions of agent intelligence - using the notion of separation of concerns - where 
eachh dimension plays a role in the development of intelligent software agents. These 
dimensionss are communication, competence, self, planner and environment. The company 
Bolesiann B.V. first proposed the 5C model during an EU-funded project, called MAR-
TRANSS [van Aart et al., 2000]. From there it was developed as a part of internal Bolesian 
developmentt projects and prototypes were built in Java and Delphi. Later it is was refined 
andd used as professional agent analysis and design framework by Acklin B.V. to develop 
commerciall  applications. 

Thiss chapter is partly based on two articles: Agent-based Logistic Service Provision co-
authoredd by Kris van Marcke, published at the Fifth International Conference on the Practical 
ApplicationApplication of Intelligent Agents and Multi-Agent Technology (PAAM 2000) and International 
InsuranceInsurance Traffic with Software Agents co-authored by Kris van Marcke, published at the 15th 
EuropeanEuropean Conference on Artificial Intelligence (ECAI2002). 

4.11 Introductio n 

Thee Five Capabilities (5C) model is a conceptual framework, based on a generalization of different 
typess of agent capabilities, which can be found in the agent literature. The 5C model has been 
thee design guide for the development of a series of intelligent agent application prototypes and 
commerciall  applications. The development of the applications showed that functional as well as 
technicall  constraints can be reflected along the five dimensions, using the notion of separation of 
concerns.. Depending on the requirements of the application one can focus on each capability that 
needss attention, without getting lost in the complexity of the entire design. Applications that have 
beenn developed according to the 5C design guide include: 

Supplyy in e-retail Special orders placed through the Internet to a retail-chain are delivered 
withinn hours to the nearest shop. 

Intelligentt  Freight Planner  IFP Requested by the European Commission (DG7): a distributed 
transportt planning application was implemented to help organizing inter modal freight trans-
portationn processes [van Aart et al., 2000]. 

Internationall  claim handling with the KI R system A multi-agent application that 
runss across different insurance companies to facilitate cross-border claim han-
dlingg [van Aart et al., 2002b]. In Section 4.4 we discuss this application in detail. 
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Thee questions that lead to the development of the 5C model are the following: How do the 
relevantrelevant agent requirements come together?, What is the role for each of the agent requirements 
toto play in the final picture?, How can we understand the relevance and importance of a single 
detaileddetailed contribution in the context of this complex collection? and How to understand and be 
ableable to explain the real added value of agent technology? 

Too give answers to these questions we will define five dimensions of agent intelligence - using 
thee notion of separation of concerns - where each dimension can play a role in the development of 
intelligentt software agents. In the following section, these dimensions are is explained in further 
detail. . 

4.22 The Five Dimensions 

Ann agent in the 5C model is separated into five distinct dimensions: communication, compe-
tence,tence, self planner and environment. The dimensions are framed into models where each model 
iss responsible for one particular kind of capability an agent requires. One of the inspirations 
off  the 5C model is the metaphor of an individual agent as an information processing brain, 
wheree functionality emerges by combining different specialized elements, i.e. models that co-
operatee [Morgan, 1996]. Another rationale behind the dimensions of the 5C model is a method 
too couple heterogenous expert systems (or knowledge based systems) [van Aart et al., 2000]. In 
thiss method, we extend existing expert systems with agent capabilities. Such a system, i.e. agent 
shouldd be able perform a number of tasks. Furthermore, the agent should be able to communicate 
withh other agents and systems. In order to cope with complexity, we applied the separation of 
concernn principle and defined a competence model and a communication model. The competence 
modell  is responsible for executing tasks and the communication model handles all interactions 
betweenn agents and other systems. The communication model has interpretation, conversation 
andd ontology handling functions using knowledge of messages, languages and protocols (see Sec-
tionn 4.2.2). Next to communication, information about others actors is to be acquired and stored. 
Thereforee we defined the environment model, which gives the agent a view on the world it operates 
inn (e.g. which other agents and systems it can interact with, see Section 4.2.5). 

Thee process of task execution proceeds three steps: tasks identification, task planning and 
actualactual task execution. To determine what tasks have to be performed, we defined the self model. 
Thiss model gives the agent an idea of what the agent is doing (e.g. what are its tasks, goals, 
jobs,, states, capabilities) and should be able to facilitate self-monitoring, self-maintenance and 
self-steeringg (see Section 4.2.3). The planning of the execution of tasks is the concern of the 
plannerplanner model that enables an agent to autonomously decide how to spend its time. The model 
cann contain various planning strategies for meeting the agent's goals (see Section 4.2.4). Finally, 
thee competence model contains the methods and knowledge that enables an agent to execute the 
taskss it is designed for (see Section 4.2.1). How each of the dimensions will eventually be given 
shape,, depends on the particular kind of agent or the particular application. 

Inn the remainder of this chapter we discuss the dimensions in more detail. For every dimen-
sionn we discuss the generalization of different types of agent capabilities categorized in concept, 
capabilitycapability and learning abilities. An overview of the dimensions is given in Table. 4.1. We should 
notee that the 5C model is intended to be a conceptual model, rather then a technical framework. 
Mostt of the issues we try to allocate into 5 dimensions - e.g. "reflection" or "actor modeling" are 
nott resolvable in general terms. Technical implementations can be be partial and biased to the 
agentt application in mind. One example of an agent design conform the 5C model is discussed in 
Sectionn 4.4. 
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dimension n 

communication communication 

competence competence 

self self 

planner planner 

environment environment 

concept t 

messages,, language, protocol, 
messagee content ontology 
tasks,, methods, 
domainn knowledge 
identity,, name, goals, state 
role,, competences, location 
autonomy,, agenda 

actors,, perception, 
sensorss and effectors 

capability y 

interaction,, converse, 
ontologyy handling 
taskk execution 
memory y 
introspection,, reflection, lif e cycle 
management,, instruct planner 
taskk selection, execution control 
monitoring,, emergency handling 
reaction, , 
actorr modeling 

learning g 

interpretation n 

skills s 

selff  perception 

emergencies, , 
taskk performance 
accumulatee and explore 
environment t 

Tablee 4.1 
Thee five dimensions of the 5C model with concepts, capabilities and learning abilities as rationale for the breakdown 
off  an agent into the five dimensions. The relations between the models depend on individual designs. One example of 
ann agent design according to the 5C model is described in Section 4.4. Considerations when to use or omit a model are 
givenn in Table 4.3 (p.83). 

4.2.11 Competence Model 

Ann agent is designed to perform - even to excel in - one or a small number of tasks. We see 
taskk offering as service offering. An agent can either perform the task or service itself if it is part 
off  the agent. Otherwise, the agent can consult another non-agent system, such as a legacy sys-
temm [Genesereth and Ketchpel, 1994]. In Sections 4.4.4 and 5.3.3 (p.90), we discuss how agents 
cann access legacy systems. 

Thee designer expects the agent to be competent and rational in this task perfor-
mancee [Newell, 1982]. Agent types are often named after the tasks they are designed for, such 
ass "searcher", "analyst", "bidder", "buyer" and "seller". For example, for knowledge-based 
agentss (i.e. agents that perform knowledge intensive tasks) the competence model can consist of 
problem-solvingg methods. For tasks of a different nature, it can rely on other techniques such as 
algorithmicc models, databases or statistical models. The competence model finally encompasses 
thee domain knowledge required for the correct execution of its problem-solving methods. 

AA  competence model can embody the capabilities: task execution and memory function. 
Taskk execution is the ability to do the job (purpose) it was designed for. Tasks can have a reactive or 
aa proactive nature. The memory capability represents the ability to exchange information between 
differentt task instantiations. It usually requires that information acquired during the execution of 
onee task instantiation is preserved for an extended period of time. An example of the use of this 
capabilityy is an internal blackboard, which is used by tasks to exchange information. 

Thee sub-capabilities information accumulation and forgetting can further characterize the 
memoryy capability. Information accumulation refers to the ability to accumulate information dur-
ingg a particular task execution, but also to the ability to store and retrieve that information. Forget-
tingg may have both pragmatic and functional purposes. When information is accumulated at a high 
rate,, there may be an information or storage overload. To overcome this pragmatic constraint, in-
formationn that looses relevance, may be forgotten. A second, more functional, aspect occurs when 
oldd information starts to mislead the problem solver because of changes in the environment. 
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Learningg in the competence model reflects the agent's ability to become better in its task 
executionn capability, i.e. skilled by virtue of experience. Maes puts a lot of emphasis on learning, 
e.g.. learning by being trained [Maes, 1994]. She argues that learning is the most efficient way for 
ann agent to become competent and trustworthy, above the two alternative strategies of having the 
endd user program the agent at the one hand or having a knowledge engineer design the competence 
modell  at the other hand. 

4.2.22 Communication Model 

Besidess being able to perform its task(s), an agent is expected to master the ability to communicate 
(sociall  competence cf. [Gaspari and Motta, 1994, Wooldridge and Jennings, 1995]). Communica-
tionn implies interaction and interaction implies sending and receiving messages. Messages are 
expressedd in an Agent Communication Language, such as FIPA-SLO [FTPA, 2002i]. Protocols 
prescribee the sequence of messages. The vocabulary used in messages is defined in message 
contentt  ontologies [FIPA, 2001]. 

Nextt to message exchange, communication also includes interpretation of the message, 
validationn that a message has been correctly interpreted and taking corrective measures. It 
iss argued that communicating agents use languages comparable to a knowledge level of ab-
stractionn [Gaspari and Motta, 1994, Bradshaw, 1997]. This means mat agents use communi-
cationn primitives which support the use, request and supply of knowledge independently of 
implementation-relatedd aspects. 

Thee communication model is responsible for the following capabilities, interaction, converse' 
andd ontology handling. Interaction refers to a situation where two (or more) agents get in contact 
too exchange information or requests. The message is the typical vehicle for interaction. It stands 
forr the total package which is exchanged between agents in an interaction. Converse is seen as a 
smalll  process, which may involve one or a small number of interactions, in order to accomplish 
aa shared understanding of the intention of the originator of the conversation. Interaction can 
bee further specified by the sub-capabilities generate message, send message, receive message, 
parsee and verify message syntactically and interpret and verify message semantically. 

Generatingg messages involves the creation of new messages upon demand in order to send 
messagess to external actors (such as information sources, others agent and users). Sending mes-
sagess is the ability to engage in an interaction as the taker of the initiative. Receiving messages is 
thee ability to engage in an interaction for which the initiative was taken by another actor. Parsing or 
syntacticc verification involves verifying whether the format of an incoming message is understand-
able.. Interpretation or semantic verification involves verifying whether the content or meaning of 
ann incoming message is understandable, and extracting that content from the message. The Speech 
Actss theory (cf. [Searle, 1969]) is an example of a theory to attribute intention to messages, which 
cann be applied for example when negotiating wim other agents on the basis of arguments. We 
discusss the Speech Act theory in detail in Section 6.3 (p. 121). 

Whenn a conversation requires multiple interactions between agents, it becomes important to 
keepp a conversation trace of the ongoing communication. Otherwise, the agent cannot distinguish 
ann incoming message which is a continuation of an ongoing conversation from an incoming mes-
sagee which starts a new conversation. Ontology handling refers to the ability to work with shared 
conceptualizations,, see Section 6.3 (p. 121) for a detailed discussion on agents and ontologies. 

Learningg for the communication model, in its most natural form, would denote the ability of 
ann agent to improve its ability of interpretation of messages. For example, when two agents use 

11 By converse we mean "talking" with other agents. 
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aa partially different ontology, the communication may be initially very difficult; i.e. each com-
municationn requires several interactions to accomplish this common understanding. The model 
mayy gradually improve its communication abilities by incrementally learning the ontology which 
iss used by the other agents, or by broadening one's own ontology. 

4.234.23 Self Model 

Ann agent has an identity including a description of its name, goal, state, organizational role, 
ownn capabilities and computational location. If an agent moves from one server to another, we 
wouldd assume it to be still the same agent. This implies that the physical process that runs the 
agentt cannot be a part of its identity. 

Thee self model entails the following capabilities: introspection, reflection, lif e cycle man-
agementt  and instruct planner. With the capability introspection we refer to the ability to 
inspectt or inform about the agent's global status: what is the list of the agent's current task in-
stantiations,, what is the status of those task instantiations, what are the agents goals, capabili-
tiess or objectives, what is the agent's current occupation, abilities, experience, memory, etc., see 
alsoo [Maes, 1986]. With reflection we refer to the agent's ability to reason about and to act upon 
thee agent's performance: e.g. "how well did I solve this task?" and " how can I do this better?", 
seee also [Maes, 1998]. 

Thee life cycle management capability refers to the ability to follow life cycles as defined 
inn 3.4.1 (p.54). For example, in Figure 3.15 (p.54), a life cycle containing ^platform life cycle, 
thee instruction life cycle and the execution life cycle is given. The self model knows in what state 
thee agent is and to what states to traverse. With the capability instruct planner the self model 
translatess internal goals to instructions to the planner model. An example of this capability is 
givenn in Figure 4.5, where the self model instructs the planner model to plan a goal. 

Thee self model stands for the agent's perception of its own being and state (i.e. introspection). 
Inn its simplest form, the self model contains just a collection of ongoing tasks (monitoring). But for 
alll  but the most basic forms of autonomy and problem-solving more elaborate forms of reflection 
wil ll  become an issue. To give a very simple example, when an agent receives a request to perform 
aa certain task within a limited time (say 20 seconds), the agent should be able to judge whether 
theree is a fair chance to be able to perform the task within the given time. This judgment requires 
reflectivee reasoning about the current life cycle state, the agent's own competence (i.e. tasks from 
thee competence model), the role the agent plays in an organization and goals of the agent. An agent 
cann have long term and short term goals. Most of the goals can remain implicit, i.e. be hidden in 
thee agent's design. However, in more complex cases agents wil l have to reason explicitly about 
theirr goals, trying to reach their goals in the most rational way. A good example is the Belief-
Desire-Intentionn model [Rao and Georgeff, 1995]. 

Thee applied learning method for self perception could make use of the agent's history. It could 
reasonn about what strategy did fit best a certain problem, what tasks and methods were applied 
andd whether the identityy of the agent changed. Ideally, using reflection the agent should be able to 
changee the self model's behavior in order to optimize its performance. 

4.2.44 Planner  Model 

Onee of the most distinguishing features of an intelligent software agent is auton-
omyy [Gaspari and Motta, 1994, Wooldridge, 2002]. Whereas an expert system is designed to per-
formm a task in a rational way but anchored in a fixed environment that determines its behavior or 
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process,, the software agent's rationality is extended to a number of decisions including: whether to 
perform,, when to perform, how often to perform and how long to perform the task. Furthermore, 
ann agent has control over its own actions and internal state [Castelfranchi, 1995]. The liberty given 
too the agent to make decisions that go beyond deciding about how to do the given task, is called 
autonomy.autonomy. When autonomy is well operationalized, it enables the use of an agent for tasks that 
requiree more responsibility, that span a large time frame, or that take place in a less controlled 
environment.. The planning of the agent's tasks can be represented by an agenda. 

Althoughh autonomy relies heavily on all of the dimensions described in the 5C model, we con-
siderr the planner model to be the component that is most prominent responsible for autonomous 
decision-making.. The planner model is the model that enables the agent to reason about die tasks 
(jobs)) on his agenda; i.e. not the generic tasks for which the agent is designed, but the concrete 
taskk instantiations or jobs during the agent's lifetime. The planner model is hence intended in a 
broaderr sense than the traditional AI conception of planning, which is constructing a series of ac-
tivitiess that can lead the agent towards a desired goal state, although such a traditional AI planning 
functionn may sometimes be a part of it. Capabilities of the planner model are: task selection, 
executionn control, time monitoring and emergency handling. Task selection is concerned with 
thee next task to be executed or continued. Execution control is concerned with starting and stop-
pingg the execution of task instantiations. It can be further refined as follows: Task launching: 
startingg the execution of a task. Task interruption : putting an unfinished task on hold. Finally, 
taskk reactivation: restarting a task which was put on hold. 

Forr non-instantaneous tasks, time monitoring is an important capability of the planner model. 
Thiss capability involves keeping an eye on the clock and triggering clock-sensitive events. An 
examplee of a clock-sensitive event is a task that needs to be executed every hour. Another example 
off  a potential clock sensitive event is a task that is waiting for the input from another agent. In 
uncontrolledd environments it may be the case that the input never arrives, which should not go 
unnoticed.. In such cases, waiting for an input is a clock-sensitive event. 

Emergencyy handling has to do with dealing witfi all kind of abnormal circumstances with 
respectt to the execution of tasks. Typical cases of emergency handling are: Conflict handling: i.e. 
handlingg priority conflicts; Time-bound handling: i.e. detecting and reacting to task executions 
thatt do not end within the expected time frame (e.g. any-time algorithms); and Handling long 
waitingg times: i.e. detecting and reacting to tasks that are on hold for a long time waiting for 
particularr external input that does not seem to arrive (e.g. life-lock). 

Learningg in the planning area can deal with getting better in handling emergencies or sur-
vivingg in dynamic environments. When dealing with different agents in dynamic environment, a 
lott of things can go wrong, for example another agent does not behave as expected and sends the 
wrongg data. For that reason, the agent should apply strategies to resolve these exceptions. Anotiier 
learningg strategy is to accumulate data about how well tasks perform with respect to execution 
timess and success ratio. With this data, the planner model can inform the self model about the 
agent'ss performance. 

4.2.55 Environment Model 

Softwaree agents are situated in one or more environments (cf. [Nwana, 1996]) where they can 
interactt with other actors, such as agents, people, external systems and information sources. The 
agentt in its simplest form has an environment model that maintains links to all external actors 
withh which the agent interacts. This can be seen as a kind of world model. When mobile agents 
travell  in a complex, non-predictable environment, they may not have an accurate model of the 
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environment.. The environment model then becomes a model of the agent's perception of its 
environmentt (beliefs), rather than a model of the environment itself. An environment model may 
finallyy implement direct interaction with the environment through sensors and effectors. 

Thee environment model includes the capabilities: reaction, perceive, actor  modeling. One 
off  the properties characterizing an agent is reactiveness, i.e. the ability to selectively observe its 
environmentt (which may be the physical world, a user, a collection of agents, the Internet, etc) and 
reactt [Bradshaw, 1997]. The environment model has to be able to extract the values of essential 
parameterss from sensor information (perception) and translate parameter settings into commands 
off  action. Etzioni et.al. describe their softbot's interface to the Internet with a strong analogy to a 
reall  robot, where the softbot's effectors include ftp, telnet, mail, etc., and sensor include Internet 
facilitiess such as archie, gopher and netfind [Etzioni and Weld, 1994]. 

Inn its simplest form, the environment model maintains contacts, a set of links to external 
actorss (i.e. external information sources, other agents, users) or places. In FIPA-speak, it also 
containss a register of agent-descriptions. Sometimes an actor may also include the category of 
externall  information sources such as databases, web-pages or other processes. One step beyond 
knowingg the roles of external actors is keeping a perception of their nature. User modeling is 
aa typical example frequently mentioned in agent literature, but die concept can be broadened 
intoo actor modeling which also includes modeling another agent. Many examples of Internet 
exploringg agents work with a model of their user, in which they store the user's goals, interests 
andd preferences [Maes, 1994]. 

Thee environment model may define for each external actor how the actor needs to be ap-
proached.. This can be registered in the form of interaction protocol definitions and shared com-
municationn languages. When agents cohabit within a complex social undertaking, for example 
ass part of a multi-agent system architecture based on complex dynamics principles, they may not 
referr to one another directly, but only by virtue of the role each one of them plays in the total or-
ganization.. A contract is a set of mutually agreed obligations and related authorizations between 
twoo agents about services provided to each other, together with rules [Verharen, 1997]. The agent 
hass to keep track of its contracts with other agents. 

Inn a dynamic or open environment, the environment is often not, or not completely, defined 
beforehand.. In such a situation, the agent must be able to build up its own perception of the envi-
ronment.. This may imply finding out which other agents are around, which information systems 
aree around, what the role of other agents is, etc. A particular form of environment learning that 
iss already applied in practice today, is user model learning. In addition, physical agents have to 
modell  their environment in a certain geometric representation of the real world. Also models of 
otherr agents can be learned. Two possible learning strategies can be distinguished; accumulate 
environmentt  and explore environment. With accumulate environment, the agent is incremen-
tallyy learning about the environment as the agent is interacting with the environment for other 
purposes.. With explore environment, die agent is pro-actively interrogating the environment to 
findd out more about it. Mobile agents in an e-commerce application, arriving at a marketplace to 
doo their business may not have the time to incrementally accumulate all information about die en-
vironment.. Therefore, mobile agents can use world models provided by already present (possibly 
static)) agents. 
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4.33 The 5C Architectur e 

Eachh model in the 5C model can be seen as a process collaborating with the other processes 
throughh internal messaging mechanisms, which are standardized cooperation patterns forming the 
gluee between the models. The implementation of each of the five models is open to the particular 
application. . 

AA possible approach is the structure preserving design principle. In this approach the five di-
mensionss of the 5C model are mapped onto five parallel Java thread objects in a Java architecture. 
Att the implementation level, each thread has a to-do list. This corresponds to the objects with 
"asynchronouss mailbox semantics" design pattern, meaning that every model is a separate compu-
tationall  process with its own control and has a mailbox (i.e. to-do box) that it uses to communicate 
withh other processes [Gamma et al., 1995]. The to-do boxes play an important role because they 
servee as a medium between the threads and they organize the interaction between the different 
threads.. With this approach the computation that takes place within each threads is de-coupled. 
Thee to-do boxes are implemented as databases with records representing incoming messages. Be-
sidess that, every variable is also stored in a model state database. Forwarding a message from one 
modell  to another means that the sending model adds a record to the to-do box of the receiving 
model.. This ensures that when the agent or a model (i.e. Java thread) goes down, the state can be 
restored.. Every action of a model is logged in a log file, for both maintenance reasons and tracking 
andd tracing of flows within the agent. 

Competence e Planner r 

agent t 
models s 

too do 

resource e 
models s 

messag g receiverr ok 
Environment t 

Figuree 4.1 
Workfloww of the five Java threads showing how an incoming message (that contains a reply on a previous sent request 
message)) is processed. 
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Inn order to illustrate the working of the threads, a workflow has been described in Figure 4.1. 
Notee that the environment thread has not been illustrated because it does not play a role in this 
particularr workflow. Imagine the following scenario: A request-message has been sent by this 
agentt to agent B. As a result, Agent B has sent an response to the request-message. This message 
enterss the to-do box of the communication thread2. The communication thread forwards the 
messagee to its parser. The parser, while checking its syntactical validity, also makes a quick check 
too see whether this agent is indeed the intended receiver. For this it uses the identity component of 
thee self-thread. When the message is parsed into an internal message, the dispatcher puts the 
internall  message in the to-do box of the self-thread. 

Thee self-thread picks the message from the to-do box, and gives it to the conversation man-
ager.. The conversation manager detects whether the message is a response to an existing con-
versationn or not. The schema above assumes that it belongs to an existing conversation. The 
conversationn manager also checks with the capability manager to find out how to process the 
message.. In this case the content of the message contains an answer to a previous request, there-
foree the message is put in the to-do box of the planner-thread. 

Thee planner-thread picks up the internal message from its to-do box and forwards it to its 
requestt manager. Normally, because it is an existing conversation, it should be a reply to an 
existingg request. The existing request belongs to a waiting job on the planner's agenda. The 
plannerr takes this job and reactivates it. (If the competence-thread is doing something else at that 
moment,, the planner marks this job as "ready-to-be-reactivated".) 

Thee reactivated job is put in the to-do box of the competence thread. The competence-thread 
pickss the job from the to-do box, finds the task from which this job is an instantiation, and the 
associatedd method. Finally, this method is activated. The environment-thread has not been men-
tionedd in this scenario, because there was already a conversation going on with a known agent. 
Forr the coding part of the agent, typical OO-inheritance was used. 

4.44 International Insurance Traffic 

Inn this section, we discuss a multi-agent system that has been develop using the 5C model. This 
systemm is operational since April 2001 and runs across different insurance companies to facilitate 
cross-borderr claim handling related to "Green cards" [van Aart et al., 2002b]. 

GreenGreen card traffic is the process where insurance companies exchange data for handling car 
accidentss involving parties from different countries. Every country has a national green card in-
stitutee responsible for handling international car accidents. The execution of green card traffic is 
handledd by commercial insurance companies. 17 insurance companies in Europe form an inter-
nationall  network of claim handling business called Euphoria. Claim handling works as follows: 
supposee a Dutch driver gets involved in a car accident in Germany. The accident is reported to 
aa German insurance company, in this case, R+V in Wiesbaden (D). To settle the case, R+V will 
contactt its Dutch partner, i.e. Interpolis in Tilburg (NL). R+V will open a new file containing 
informationn related to the incident and the involved partner. For this R+V has to contact Interpolis 
too verify whether the Dutch party is insured and covered. After exchanging details of the accident, 
thee two bureaus will settle the case, determining who has to pay the costs. 

Thee European Commission has recently enacted the so-called 4th guideline: Fourth Motor 
InsuranceInsurance Directive (Directive 2000/26/EC) -operational from February 2003, that obliges all EU 
insurancee companies to execute and settle insurance claim submissions within three months after 

Technically,, this is realized by an agent platform. 
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thee date of accident. If they do not, they receive a penalty as high as the total amount of the costs. 
Costss range from an average of 6,000 EURO for only material damage to 100,000 EURO for 
physicall  injury. The time needed and personnel costs involved are not included in these amounts. 
Interpoliss is confronted with 3,500 cases involving international insurance takers each year. The 
averagee settlement time per case is approximate six months, involving four to six contacts at 
differentt times and dates between foreign insurance companies. The reasons for the settlement 
durationn are due to the internal bureaucratic process of the insurance companies. 

Thee problem is that all systems (back-offices) used by insurance companies are heteroge-
neous,, in the sense that data is stored and used differently. Information between these companies 
iss exchanged by hand, meaning that claim handlers within the network communicate largely by 
telephone,, fax and mail. The first alternative suggested was to develop a central database in Brus-
sels,, where all companies upload their data, and where every company can retrieve data. One 
disadvantagee of this approach is that every company has to make mappings from its back-office 
dataa to this central database including a synchronization mechanism. The largest objection how-
everr is that companies would have access to data of other companies, which can be used for other 
purposes.. For example, one company could start to contact customers of other companies, offering 
theirr services. Therefore, the system should offer an arms length relationship between the involved 
parties:: "you can ask me questions, but you cannot have access to my information ". 

Thee second alternative was to give web-based access to every individual back-office. One 
problemm here is that the definition of a single interface would lead to endless discussion on topics 
suchh as: in what language should it be? What functionality should it have? Furthermore, not all 
companiess are able or willing to submit to a single technical implementation of the interface, and 
manyy companies are not ready to be on the Web. The major drawback is that the information 
stilll  needs to be transferred manually between back-offices, because users have to copy informa-
tionn from a web-client into a back office client. The third alternative was to take an agent-based 
approach.. Every company can connect to a network of information exchanging agents. 

Thee KIR system3 has been developed by Acklin using the agent metaphor, because it provides 
aa natural and flexible way to reason about distributed heterogeneous components, processes and 
coordinationn [Bond and Gasser, 1988]. Business logic is encoded into the agents, on the one hand 
too assure the most fluent throughput of the process at stake; and on the other hand to respect the 
mainn business requirement, i.e. confidentiality. Furthermore, an agent-based system is far easier 
too extend in terms of functionality than a classical solution. 

4.4.11 Approach 

Onn the level of the business case we had to deal with the following functional constraints: (1) 
NoNo transparency in the market, so it should not be possible that agents can query other agents' 
databasess to retrieve data without a case, i.e. ensuring the arms length relationship; (2) The agents 
shouldd have a high level of robustness, i.e. when the system or a part of the system goes down 
forr some reason, it should go up without any problems, and go on with the tasks it was doing 
att the moment of the crash; and (3) The agents have to operate within time windows and should 
havee startup and shutdown procedures. The back-office systems of Interpolis are operational from 
66 a.m. to 11 p.m. from Monday till Saturday. All systems are started up and shut down via 
batchh processes. The reason is that during the down period of the systems, maintenance can be 
performed,, new systems can be installed and hardware can be replaced. 

33 KIR stands for KBC, Interpolis and R+V, respectively Belgium, Dutch and German insurance companies of the 
Euphoriaa network. 
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Fromm a software engineering point of view we had to deal with the following technical/political 
constraints:: (1) The agents should work with existing infrastructure of Interpolis and its 16 part-
nerss in Euphoria; and (2) The agents can have no direct access to the back-offices. The IT-
departmentt of Interpolis did not want to have an "exotic" piece of software, like agents "touch" its 
systems,, because they do not have control over it. 

Too meet these concerns and constraints of the business case we applied the following approach. 
First,, the process wherein companies have to cooperate to handle car accident settlements was 
analyzed.. Second, the activities that the agents should perform are mapped on agent behavior and 
agentt communicative acts framed in agent sequence diagrams. Third, an interface was designed to 
enablee the agent to have (controlled) access to the required functionality, like finding, retrieving, 
creatingg and updating records in the database of the back-office. Finally, all pieces are put together 
inn the KIR system which is presented in Section 4.4.5. 

4.4.22 Green Card Traffi c 

Thee interaction between insurance companies starts after the report of damage caused by a car 
accidentt involving parties from different countries. The assignment of the handling bureau and 
payingg bureau role in case of an accident involving drivers from different countries is done with 
thee following rules. The company located in the country where an accident takes place, is the 
handlinghandling bureau. The company located in the country of the foreign driver, is the paying bureau. 
Thee handling bureau will start the settlement and sends a request for information (i.e. handling 
traffic)) to the paying bureau. The paying bureau will respond to the handling (i.e. paying traffic). 

Greenn card traffic starts when the manager of the "foreign claims department" of a handling 
bureauu receives a report via one of the various channels including call centers, mail or fax. This 
reportt includes basic information (license plate, policy number and date of the accident), damage 
forms,, police reports and witness declarations. The manager will delegate it to one of the claim 
handlers.. The claim handler wil l open a new file in the claims database and starts identifying the 
involvedd parties. First the local party will be identified, using the green card number and license 
platee number. Next the foreign party has to be identified, checking whether this party is known 
andd whether the information is consistent. For that, the claim handler of the handling bureau will 
contactt its foreign partner, i.e. the paying bureau, sending green card number and license plate 
numberr of their insurance taker. If the party is not know, the claim handler will report this back 
too the manager who will end this process and starts another process that we will not discuss here. 
Iff  the party is known, the handler will update the local file and will ask its partner whether the 
casee is known. If the case is known to the partner it will send the date and its local claim number 
(databasee primary key) including all dedicated information to the handler. If the case is not known, 
thee partner will create a new file and will also send the new local claim number to the handler. A 
partt of this process is illustrated in Figure 4.2, drawn as a standard UML activity diagram. 
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Figuree 4.2 
Greenn Card Traffic Process illustrated in a UML activity Diagram. The swim lanes represent the job allocation amongst 
actors.. The rounded boxes show the jobs (activities), the square boxes show the resources, the straight lines show the 
directionn of the sequence flow (control) and dotted lines show the direction of the resource flow (data flow). 
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4.4.33 Agent Collaboration 

Wee mapped the green card traffic process on an agent sequence diagram in AUML introduced by 
[Odelll  et al., 2000]. The Green Card operations are illustrated in Figure 4.3 showing the handling 
andd paying role and their pattern of interactions. 

Twoo packages show the two main processes: (1) client identification using green card number 
andd license plate and (2) case identification, using policy number and local claim number. A pack-
agee shows the "agent interaction protocol" (AIP) used in this system for enabling the cooperation 
betweenn die agents, where an AIP describes communication patterns as an allowed sequence of 
messagess between agents and the constraints on the content of those messages. Here existing AIPs 
aree placed in sequence to enable the process as described in Section 4.4.2. The AIPs used are all 
basedd on the FIFAA REQUEST-protocol [FIPA, 2002h]. 

Communicativee acts (CA) make up the process between a handling and paying bureau, and 
replacee the interaction between humans by way of speech and handwriting into communication 
byy agents as illustrated in Figure 4.3. The idea is that the manager of the department delegates the 
twoo identification tasks to the agent instead of a claim handler. The handling and paying bureau 
aree here called handler and payer. It starts with a REQUEST-message for identification of the 
client.. The identification contains a license plate and green card number. The payer validates the 
identificationn and can respond with: (1) a FAlLURE-message containing not-known, which means 
thatt the client is not known. In many cases this is caused by typical errors such as data entry 
errorss in the license plate or policy number as fed by the paper reports; or (2) an iNFORM-message 
containingg a policy number, meaning that the payer has identified the local insurance taker. Then a 
REQUEST-messagee for identification of die claim is sent. With this the handler asks for all known 
dataa from the file of the payer. The payer can respond with: an INFORM-message containing a 
policyy number, which means that the payer has either created a new file with the data and locally 
knoww data, or has already created a file for diis case. The latter can happen when the insured party 
hass already registered this accident, before the handler asks for it. In both cases the payer will 
sendd a claim number, which is the key to die file of me accident. 

4.4.44 Interface To The Back-Office System 

Theree are a number of ways to give access to legacy systems. The main concern of the insurance 
companiess is the security of tiieir data and the stability of dieir back-offices. For that we built a 
transducerr in the sense of [Genesereth and Ketchpel, 1994]. In Section 5.3.3 (p.90), we discuss 
thee use of a transducer in interoperability problems in detail. This transducer maps instructions 
fromm the agent to the back-office and results from me back-office to the agent. This approach has 
thee advantage that die agent does not need to have knowledge of die back-office, it only requires 
knowledgee of die transducer. A more important advantage is diat when the agent has to get access 
too otfier back-offices, only die back-office side of die transducer has to be altered. The transducer 
att Interpolis has access to a separate database where instructions and reports are written and read 
byy the agent. In this way die agent only has indirect access to the back-office, which in the case of 
Interpoliss is built in "Powerbuilder" using a "Sybase" database. 

Thee transducer between die agent and the back-office enables the agent to execute a number of 
actions:: (1) v a l i d a te i d e n t i f i c a t i on using green card number and license plate number, 
(2)) s e a r ch f i l e by policy number, (3) c r e a te f i l e using policy and license plate number, 
(4)) r e t r i e ve d a ta from f i l e using policy number, and (5) upda te f i l e using policy 
numberr and received data. 
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Figuree 4.3 
Greenn Card Traffic operation design in an AUML sequence diagram showing patterns of interaction within the opera-
tion.. The dotted arrowed lines represent lifelines of positions. The arrowed lines show interactions and the packages 
showw the applied agent interaction protocols. 

4.4.55 The Ki r  System 

Thee integration of the agents and the transducer results in the following architecture as illustrated 

inn Figure 4.4. As shown every insurance company has installed one agent with a specialized 

transducerr that is able to route handling traffic and paying traffic. This architecture provides not 

onlyy a communication medium for the designer and builder at Interpolis and Acklin, but also 

thee end user of the system, the foreign claims department of Interpolis. The metaphor of actual 

communicatingg and reasoning entities using back-offices (also called virtual employees) helped 

too explain the architecture of the system. Furthermore, it aided to show how and where design 

choicess were made with respect to the functional and technical constraints. 

model l 

communication communication 

competence competence 
self self 

planner planner 
environment environment 

function n 

validatee messages, request identification 
requestt claim number, inform policy number 
casee identification, client identification, update file 
determinee role, instruct planner 
monitorr requests 
taskk selection, plan tasks 
authorizee agents 

domain n 

REQUEST-Protocol l 
Greenn Card Traffic Interactions 
transducer r 
payingg bureau, handling bureau 
monitorr rules 
agent'ss agenda 
authorizedd agents 

Tablee 4.2 
Thee five models of the KIR agent split up in function and domain. The capabilities of the agent are decomposed into 
"functions".. The elements in the "domain" column represent possible values and value ranges within the agent's domain 
relatedd to the agent's capabilities. 

Thee KIR agent is a specialization of the 5C model (see Table 4.2) and its accompanied mes-

sagee flows as described in Section 4.3. The communication model is instructed with the AIPs as 
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describedd in Section 4.4.3 meaning that it validates incoming messages from other agents. If it 
doess not understand the agent sends a NOT_UNDERSTOOD-message back. When it does not expect 
aa message, the agent replies with a FAlLURE-message. The self model has knowledge of the two 
roless of handling bureau and paying bureau. The planner model will select the appropriate task on 
thee basis of a received message or an impulse from the back office system. The environment model 
holdss a list of agents, i.e. the agents of 17 partners in the Euphoria network that are authorized 
too interact with the KIR agent. Furthermore the competence model has access to the transducer, 
fromm where it can retrieve and update information from the database of the back-office. 

transducer r 
buffer r 

update e 

email l 
server r 

back-office e 

email l 
server r 

KIRR agent B 

Figuree 4.4 
Thee architecture of the KIR system, showing two KIR agents and the coupling to the mail server and the transducer. 

Thee interaction between the five models of the 5C model, in case of receiving a REQUEST-
messagee is given in Figure 4.5. The process starts when the communication model receives an 
externall  request. The communication model asks the environment model if the sender of the 
requestt is authorized to consult this agent. On the basis of the register of authorized agent, the 
environmentt model responds with "positive". The self model receives the content of the external 
requestt from the communication model, which contains in this case a request to identify a client 
(cf.. first step in Figure 4.3). On the basis of this request, the self model instructs the planner model 
too plan the goal "client identification". The planner model chooses a strategy to perform this goal 
andd instructs the competence model to perform the job "client identification". The competence 
modell  will send a message to the transducer buffer and waits for an answer. The answer of the 
transducerr is analyzed by the competence model and forwarded to the communication model. The 
communicationn model constructs an answer on the basis of the original external request and the 
resultt of the competence model and forwards it to the sender of the original external request. 
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Figuree 4.5 
Sequencee diagram that represents the interaction between the five models of the 5C model, implemented as Java threads, 
showingg the process of receiving a REQUEST-message. This process starts when the communication model receives a 
messagee from another agent. When the sender of the request is authorized to consult this agent, the message is dis-
patchedd to the self model, which instructs the planner model to plan the goal "client identification". After choosing a 
strategyy to perform this goal, the planner model instructs the competence model to perform the job "client identifica-
tion".. The competence model wil l send a message to the transducer buffer and waits for an answer, which is forwarded 
too the communication model. The communication model constructs an answer on the basis of the original external 
requestt and the result of the competence model and forwards it to the sender of the original external request. 

4.4.66 Operationalization 

Thee IT-department of Interpolis developed the transducer between the database of Interpolis and 
thee agent within 30 days. The KIR agent was built in Java in less than 60 days. The models are im-
plementedd as Java thread objects with asynchronous mailbox semantics, meaning that every model 
iss a separate computational process with own control and has a mailbox that it uses to commu-
nicatee with other processes [Gamma et al., 1995]. The mailboxes are implemented as databases 
withh records representing incoming messages. Besides that, every variable is also stored in a 
modell  state database. Forwarding a message from one model to another means that the sending 
modell  adds a record to the mailbox database of the receiving model. This ensures that when the 
agentt or a model (i.e. Java thread) goes down, the state can be restored. Every action of a model 
iss logged in a log file, for both maintenance reasons and tracking and tracing of flows within the 
agent.. The use of databases ensures robustness and enables the requested daily startups and shut-
downs.. The arms length relationship constraint is handled in the environment model and the self 
model.. The environment model will filter out non-authorized messages, using a (hard coded) list 
off  authorized agent email addresses. The self model has a set of rules for alerting a claim handler, 
suchh as "when an agent will  ask for more than ten cases in the hour" for identifying the querying 
off  the database without an actual case, "when an agent asks for more than three not existing cases 
oror policies" and "when an agent sends a messages that cannot be read", for identifying possible 
hackers. . 

Thee insurance companies made the choice for e-mail as means of message transport between 
thee agents. The reason was that e-mail functionality is present at all companies. Another option 
wass the use of middleware, such as CORBA, but the state of the technology at several insurance 
companiess prevented this. The format of the message is in a frame based like syntax for expressing 
feature-valuee pairs. Strict security is not applied to keep the hurdle of implementing the agency at 
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aa minimum. The system is relatively secure through the strict application of the format of subject 
andd content, the small number of e-mail addresses in the system and the fact that the agent only 
communicatess with agents it knows. 

4.4.77 Extension 

Thee separation of concern principle introduced in Section 4.3 appeals when we further refine 
andd extend the application. For instance, the EU directive dictates that the procedures should not 
exceedd the period of 3 months. If we want the agents to act consciously according to this principle, 
wee need to refine the agent by providing it with more explicit goals (i.e. the goal to succeed with a 
proceduree within 3 months) and the ability to reflect upon its own performance (i.e. to be conscious 
aboutt how well it achieves its goals). Both functions can be realized by refining the agent's self 
model.. If we also want the agent to be able to act when it observes that its goal is not met, we 
cann then again extend the competence model to give the agent alternative methods for executing a 
jobb more rapidly. If alternatively we want to extend the payer role such that they can distinguish 
betweenn different types of handlers, for instance handlers from insurance companies with whom 
theree exists a special agreement to handle the claim in a less complicated manner, we can refine 
thee environment model of the agent in order for it to be able to make this discrimination. In that 
casee we also need to refine the agent's competence model as it needs to have knowledge of the 
alternativee handling procedures as well. When adding an extra service (task or goal) to the agent, 
onlyy the competence and self model have to be changed. 

4.4.88 Evaluation 

Thee KIR system presented is an industry-strength system based on the 5C model and techniques 
fromm the agent paradigm. The 5C model enabled the designers of the KIR system to focus on 
aspectss of the software agent's intelligence separate from the rest of the agent's behavior and 
implementationn taking into account functional and technical constraints. The KIR system showed 
thatt for the design of the two agent roles - the payer and the handler - the differences in agent 
capabilityy is solely located in the competence model and self model; all of the other models are 
identical.. In order to install an agent at an insurance company, only the transducer to the back-
officee had to be configured so that the agent has access to the right functionality and information. 
Furthermore,, the authorization table of the environment model has to be filled properly. 

Thee final implementation of the KIR system did not use an existing agent framework, such 
ass JADE ([Bellifemine et al., 2001]), mainly because a large number of features in JADE were 
unnecessaryy for the KIR system. The functionality was too specific to use a general framework. 
Furthermore,, existing frameworks at the time were not industry-strength. This means that there 
weree no mechanisms for handling robustness, startups and shutdowns, and logging. Many of the 
existingg frameworks rely on synchronous connections over TCP/IP. Insurance companies are very 
hesitantt to let third parties make such connections from outside their internal networks, and some 
mightt even not be able to do so. The least common denominator used by every partner in the 
agencyy is e-mail. The introduction of the KIR system, immediately resulted in a work pressure 
releasee of three people at Interpolis and reduced the process of identification of client and claim 
fromm 6 months to 2 minutes. The 2 minutes here are an estimate of the time needed to send a 
numberr of agent messages using email. The bottleneck is the "polling" time of the involved email 
serverss and the availability and latency of intermediate mail services. 
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4.55 Discussion 

Thee 5C model can be used to understand and explain the added value of agent technology to 
aa range of people involved, including software engineers and business managers. As such, the 
modell  can be a vehicle for designing and developing an intelligent software agent as a constituent 
off  an agent application. The strength of the agent paradigm combined with the simplicity of the 
applicationn design acted as an eye-opener. Firstly, the user (customer) has given the green light 
too develop and implement the KIR system at a European level. Secondly, the user has become 
aa strong believer in the value of solutions in the insurance domain based on intelligent agents. 
Ultimately,, we expect the 5C model to become the basis for an agent architecture and framework. 

Inn developing of the KTR system, we made a first attempt to describe an agent model for 
designingg intelligent agents. By "dissecting" the notion of "agent intelligence" into 5 dimensions 
andd by listing the most common concepts, functions and learning opportunities of each of these, 
wee presented a preliminary model of what it means for an agent to behave intelligently. The 
modell  can help to focus on individual characteristics of the agent's "intelligence" which are quite 
separatedd from the rest of the behavior. This explains why we formulated a conceptual model, 
ratherr then a technical framework. However, most of the issues we list along these 5 dimensions -
e.g.. "reflection" or "actor modeling" are not yet resolvable in general terms. 

Givenn the current state of the art, most agents only need a communication model for interaction 
withh other agents and a competence model to offer their services. The functionality of the other 
modelss is often hardwired. For example, there is not always a need to reason about the sender of a 
request.. As with web services, most requests are accepted. Furthermore, simple agents do not need 
aa sophisticated planning functionality, instead incoming request can be stacked on a traditional 
FIFOO queue. The need to reason about own goals and identity is also not always necessary. On 
thee basis of requirements of the overall system, the engineer can decide to combine functionality 
off  the models into a limited set of models or to preserve the structure of the 5C model. 

Onn the basis of the structure preservation guidelines (see Table 4.3) the designer can choose 
too preserve the structure of the 5C model or combine or merge functionalities into other models. 
Thee consequence of combining functionality of models into other models is that these models 
becomee extended. However, a lot of internal structures could be reused. Through the development 
off  a series of agent applications along the lines prescribed by the 5C model, we observed the 
easee of reuse of different features of an agent implementation, facilitated through a separation sof 
concerns. . 

Thankss to its dissection of the notion of "intelligent agent behavior" the model tries to provides 
handless to focus on individual characteristics of the agent's intelligence quite separated from the 
restt of the behavior. For example, the functionality to receive a message, couple its content to a 
taskk and respond with a message containing the result of a task. Therefore, future research on the 
5CC model may include a library on reusable model components. 

Severall  agent architectures are comparable to the 5C model, however most of these archi-
tecturess have a fixed structure. This means that all components (or models) are required in an 
architecturee and that the interaction between the components is pre-determined. For example 
inn the RETSINA agent architecture, there are four modules: Communication and Coordination, 
Planning,Planning, Scheduling and Execution [Sycara et al., 2003]. The Communication and Coordination 
module,, which can be seen as a the 5C model's communication model, is responsible for interact-
ingg with other agents. The Planning module takes as input a set of goals and produces a plan that 
satisfiess the goals, in the form of a task structure. This task structure is ordered by the Scheduling 
module.. The Planning and Scheduling module show the same functionality of the 5C model's 
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model l 
communication communication 

competence competence 

self self 

planner planner 

environment environment 

consideration n 
needd to interact on the basis of protocols 
needd to negotiate 
abilityy to speak an agent communication language 
abilityy to handle message content ontologies 
needd to learn interpretation 
needd to provide services 
needd to execute tasks 
needd to reason on domain knowledge 
needd to connect to a legacy system 
needd to learn skills 
thee agent plays a role in an organization 
needd to instruct planner on the basis of explicit goals 
needd to hold agent's state 
needd to reason on identity 
needd to monitor own actions 
needd to reason on own competences 
needd to behave autonomous 
needd to deal with several tasks 
theree are a lot of different jobs 
agentt needs to operate in dynamic environment 
agentt needs to learn from its errors 
otherr agents need authorization to get access to agent's services 
thee agent community is not fixed 
needd to manage contracts with other agents 
needd to define new interaction protocols 
needd to explore environment 

Tablee 43 
Preliminaryy guidelines for preserving models of the 5C model in a technical design. 

planningg module. The Execution module monitors the task structure generation and ordering pro-
cesss and tries to ensure that tasks are carried out in accordance with computational and other 
constraints.. This module resembles the 5C model's self model. It looks like the RETSINA model 
iss designed from a planning and scheduling viewpoint. There is no functionality described for 
wrappingg around legacy systems, which is handled in the 5C model's competence model. Further-
more,, there is no explicit notion of an environment model. Finally, the RETSINA architecture is 
designedd to operate within the RETSINA Multi-Agent System architecture4. It would take much 
timee to compare all existing models with the 5C model. Therefore, we refer to existing surveys 
dealingg with agent models and architectures5. 

Otherr research on agent models and architectures, such as SOAR and TAEMS6 are integrated 
intoo research on multi-agent architectures which is typical technology-driven. This means that 
functionalitiess (e.g. the capabilities of the environment model) are embedded in the multi-agent 
systemm infrastructure, instead of in an individual agent. With the 5C model we have constructed 
aa model from a representation-driven approach that can be used in isolation or on top of a multi-
agentt system infrastructure, such as a FIPA-compliant agent platform. For example in the KIR sys-
tem,, the agents operate in isolation without any multi-agent system infrastructure. In the IBROW 
system,, see Section 5.3, the agents operate on top of the JADE platform. 

4http://www-2.cs.cmu.edu/~softagents/retsina_agentt _arch.html 
55 www.cs.rmit.edu.au/agents, http://agents.umbc.edu and www.agentlink.org/resources/clearing-house 
6www.isi.edu/soarr and http://dis.cs.umass.edu/research/taems 
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